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Detection, Analysis, and Interpretation of TeleseismicSignals
1. CompressionalPhases from the Salmon Event
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Alexandria, Virginia

The travel times and amplitude spectrums of first- and later-arrival P phases from the
Salmon event are computed on the basis of polarization filter outputs. The interpretation of
the P wave radiation field is made in terms of crust and mantle structure using the first- and
later-arrival P phasesand their amplitude spectrums.The observedseismicfield corresponds
with that expected from a symmetric, purely compressire source. The essential features of the
observed travel times and amplitudes are explained in terms of regional mantle structures.
These structuresprovide first-order fits to the observeddata and are characterizedby lowvelocity zoneswhich terminate with rapid and continuousincreasesin velocity near depths of
130 km. The velocity structures also show a strong velocity gradient near 330 km. The regional models differ most strongly in the relative extent and magnitude of the velocity decrease in the low-velocity zone.

plicatedor completelymaskedthe Rayleigh

INTRODUCTION

waves at some of the western stations. Con-

The study to be describedwas primarily an
attempt to use first- and later-arrivalP phase sequently, the analysis of surface wave radiatravel times and amplitude measurementsto
obtain basic sourceand path information. The

tion was limited to the 14 stations indicated in

Figure 1. The surfacewave data were, how-

study is confinedto a particular event, but the ever, used as an aid in the interpretation of
methods and computational programs to be the body wave radiation.
describedare applicableto generalseismological It is significantto observethat, as with the
Gnome event, no Love wave radiation was obstudies.

Some general observationsconcerningthe
Salmon event and the associated seismic field

served. This is in contrast to most of the

Nevada Test Site (NTS) shots,for example

can be made from a preliminaryanalysisof the Shoal and Bilby, which produce SH surface
signal from this event. In particular, funda- wavesof thistype.The NTS is in a tectonically
mental-modeRayleigh waves were identifiedat active area, and the mediumwouldnormally
but Salmonand Gnomewere in
21 stations,in the period range 8 to 40 see,out be prestressed,
salt
and
would
not supportevena smallpreto about 250.0km. Higher-modeRayleighwaves
were observed to distances of 3000' km on the

continentand at nearly every operativeLRSM
station. P phaseswere detectedat all but one
or two continental LRSM

stations and at La

stress field. Thus the lack of $H radiation from
Salmon and Gnome would be consistent with

the presenceof such radiation from NTS events
if tectonic release were involved. The observa-

Paz, Bolivia,at a distanceof 5704km. The long- tions are still open to other interpretations,
however.
period Rayleighwave excitationwas not great,
as might be expected,and the signal-to-noise
DETECTION AND ANALYSIS OF
ratio was generallyquite low, except at the
BODY WAVE P PHASES
closestpair of stations.In addition,the occurFor detectionand isolationpurposes,a sperenee of an earthquake in Mexico either corncial filter was usedin processing
the time series.
• Now at the Division of Geological Sciences,
California Institute of Technology,Pasadena,California.
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The filter processis termed 'rectilinear motion
detection' and abbreviated

to 'Reinode.' The

basic conceptsinvolved in the designof such
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casionalreductionsin the over-all S/N enhancement feature of the process,was the absenceof
shoni and Smith [1964]. In addition, Sax and a clearly isolatedP• arrival in the zone where
Mims [1965] have describedseveral advanced the S/N ratio for P• was low. This apparent
versions of these filters and investigated some lack of sensitivity may be due to the manner
aspectsof the theory. The Reinode filter used of data presentation (i.e., the scaling of the
in the presentstudy was developedby the lat- plotted filter output), but it may indicate a
a filter are not new, and several have been suc-

cessfullyused before, most recently by Shim-

ter authors.

threshold of S/N

In simplified terms, these filters are designed
to passmotion that is rectilinear and to filter
out elliptical motion. Thus the motion that is
in phase in the radial and vertical directions
over a time equal to about i cycle of the expected signal is amplified and the motion that
is 90ø out of phase during this time is at-

with this particular filter. The precisethreshold
limits are observedto vary from locationto Iocation,however,sothat onemust concludethat
the character of the noise and signal, but especially of the noise, determinesto a great
extent the sensitivity of the filter to smallamplitude rectilinear signals.
Figure 3 indicates the detection sensitivity
of the processunder what are probably ideal

tenuated. Such a filter is effective insofar as the

noise is predominantly made up of Rayleigh
wavesand the primary P motion, or initial part
of a 'P coda,'is rectilinear. It is assumedthat
the remainder,or tail of the coda,is superposed
P, SV, and Rayleigh motion. Theseassumptions
appear to be valid, at least to a. degree, for

noise conditions.

for detectability--at

The

least

records shown are from

the Oslo,Norway,arrayat a distance
of 7565

km from Salmon, well beyond the range of
detection by simple visual or analytical correlation methods.Approximately 4 minutes of
most of ttie sites tested.
record were used from each trace, 2 minutes
Analytically, the Reinodefilter functionmay before and after the predicted P arrival time.
be describedin terms of the even part of the Only a sectionof this time interval is shownin
cross correlation between the radial and vertical
the figure. Before application of the Remode
componentsof motion. Such a function, when filter none of the array detectors show the
used as a filter, will selectivelyattenuate out- signal, nor doesthe velocity-filtered trace.
TWO passesthrough the filter provide optiof-phasemotion on the two tracesand will pass
in-phase motion. The actual correlationfunc- mum noise reduction and in this case give two
tion usedis computedover a short time window arrivals at approximately the times predicted
of width 2T centered at a reference time to. for P and PcP. No other pulse besidesthese
This

correlation

function

is then used as the

two, or in fact motion of any sort, was ob-

filter appropriate to the time to. The filter is
changed by recomputation of the correlation
functionas to increases,
so that the filter varies
with the time to.The analytical detailsare given
by Sax and Mims [1965] and, for this specific
filter, by Archambeauand Flinn [1965].
Figure 2 showstwo especiallygood examples
of the signal-to-noiseenhancementand phase
isolation capability of the filter. The event
shownis Salmon,and the stationsare in the 20ø
distance range. As might be expected, several
clear P arrivals have been isolated and presumablycorrespondto multiple branchesof the

servedon the second-pass
Remodetrace during
the 4-minute sample. It seems reasonableto
concludethat these pulsesresult from the arrival of signalsfrom Salmon.
The actual shapeof the pulsepassedby the
filter is likely to be quite distorted,especially
when the S/N ratio is low, since,in addition to
distortionsintroduced by the filter itself, the
sum of the noise and signal is admitted, inasmuch as the filter acts somewhat like a gate.
Hence this filter providesinformation on the

travel-time

information on the pulse shape. Indeed, one

curve.

Of the stations processed in this study,

roughly30% gave outputswith S/N enhancement and phase isolation comparableto the
examplesshown. The most commonfailing in
the remainingprocessedrecords,asidefrom oc-

time of first motion and the interval

of recti-

lineartry for a phasebut little highly reliable
might expectthe signalas admitted by a Remode filter to look much like a section of the

noisewhen the S/N ratio is low. This appears
to be the casefor the Oslo array, althoughthe
true shape of the pulse is unknown.
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Fig. 2. Remode seismogramsfor Salmon (EK-NV and RY-ND).

The arrival

times and time

intervals

of rec-

tilinear motion for the phasesas indicated by
the processedtime serieswere correlatedwith
the original unfiltered recordsin order to verify
the body phasesobtained.The travel times of

the phases were then plotted as functions of
distance along the three profiles indicated in
Figure 1. The interval times were used to
determinesamplesof the rectilinear part of the
individual

arrivals

from

the

unfiltered

time

SALMON

SEISMIC

series.Fourier spectrumsof the observedfirst
arrivals for all stations along the profile were
then computed.

The spectrumand travel-time analysesmay
be integrated into a single automatedanalysis
program,and Figures4 and 5 togetherillustrate

the programusedto generatethesedata. The
processing
entails phaseisolationby the Remode processfollowedby phaseidentification
and velocityfiltering of the originaltime series
on the basis of the isolated phases.The spectrums of the various phases are then computed and correctedfor instrument response

and all preliminary filtering. In addition, as
shownin Figure 5, the dispersionof the phases
can be measuredby subjectingthe signalsto
very narrow, high Q filtering operationsat a
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large number of closelyspacedfrequencies.The
peaks in the envelopeof a filtered signal are
then determined, and the times of envelope
maximums, corrected for instrument group
delay,are taken as grouparrivals at the center
frequencyof the filter. Finally, the amplitudes
of these envelopemaximums are measured.By
choosingthe maximumof all the envelopemaximums at each filter center frequency,we obtain
the arrival time as a function of frequency for
a particular phase.The amplitudesof the envelope corresponding
to these times of arrival
then give a relative measureof the amplitude
spectrum of the signal, in addition to the
Fourier spectrum computedin the usual manner.

Figure 5 shows the envelope maximums as
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Fig. 3. Remode array processed
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Fig. 6. P wave amplitudespectrums,
stationFO-TX, A -- 1253km; and P wave amplitude
spectrums,station EK-NV, a -- 2533km (P• branch of travel-time curve) Salmonevent.

points in the time-frequencyplane, and the
maximums of these arrivals at a given
quency are circled. As this illustration shows,
the body phasedispersionis very small, as expected,and this has been consistentlyobserved.
The spectrums obtained from the envelope
maximums therefore satisfy the criterion that
they represent energy arriving with the expected (and predicted) small dispersion.
INTERPRETATION OF P WAVE AMPLITUDE
SPECTRUMS AND TRAVEL TIMES

Figures 6 and 7 show examples of the P
wave spectrumsat a few distancesalong the
northwestprofile.The spectrumshave beencorrected for instrument responseand shouldprovide an accurate estimate of the direct P wave

ground displacementwith minimum contamination from reverberationeffects.The changein
spectrumsof the examplesshown is due, in
part, to differencesin wave type--that is, P,
comparedwith P--as well as from distanceeffects on the amplitudes.In particular, Figure 6
showsP• spectrumsat a distance range where
P• is yet the first arrival, whereas other examples correspondto direct P arrivals. It is
clear that the maximum amplitude for P waves
shifts to longer periods with increasingdistance becauseof the roughly linear increasein
attenuation with frequency. The observedat-

tenuation will, of course,be affected by the
variation of the dissipationfunction with depth
in the earth [e.g., Andersonand Archambeau,
1964], so that the attenuationwill be dependent
on the actual minimum time path followed by
the phase.This effectwould be of secondorder,
however,comparedwith the much larger am-

plitudeeffectsassociated
with the velocityvariations with depth, particularly with velocity
reversalsand rapid or discontinuous
changes
in velocity.
A comparisonof amplitudewith distanceat

particularfrequencies
is givenin Figure8. The
anomalousbehavioronly suggested
by the individualspectrumsis now quite apparent.The
essentialaspectsof the amplitude-distance
variation obtainedand illustrated in this figure have
been observedmany times beforeby other investigators-in particular, for events observed
along a profile of stations in this same region
[e.g., Romney el al., 1962]. The spectraldetail
in the present case may be somewhatgreater
than has been available before, and so a correspondinglymore detailedinterpretationwill be
advanced.

The spectrumswill be interpreted together
with

the

observed travel-time

curves. I-Iow-

ever, viewedindependently,they showa fairly
rapid fall-off with distance out to approximately 1250 km. The rather gradual increase
in amplitude, beginning at this point and
reachingan apparent maximumat 1800to 1900
km, probably indicatesa first-arrival P phase
that is different from P,. The decrease in am-

plitude near 2000 km, followed by a second
peak in the spectrum,probablyindicatesa second P phase.
This interpretation can be checkedwith the
travel-time

observations

for

evidence

of dis-

continuouschangesin the slope of the firstarrival curve, as well as for the existenceof
multiplicitiesor cuspsin the curvesaccounting
for the amplitudemaximums.
Figure 9 shows the travel-time versus dis-
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in both the processed
and originaltime series,
which is then supportedby two corresponding
recordedphasesat nearer stations. The later
phaseson this record are all questionableand
relativelysmall. The phaseP• is includedonly

180

15.0

to indicate the time of arrival for the retrograde
branch of the direct P phase. This phase is
either absentor very weak.

90

The P• phaseon the RT-NM recordsis weak
and is inferred primarily from the unfiltered
trace; the remainingunquestionedphasesare

(5.0

well defined on the filtered trace and can be

correlated with the original time series. Itere
the retrogradephaseP'• is relatively large.
O0

1.0

2.0

5.0

4.0

FREQUENCY(cps)

Fig. ?. P wave amplitude spectrums,station
NL-AZ, A -- 1927km, Salmon event (P• branch
of travel-time

curve).

rance data for the northwest profile; Figure
10 shows the data for the combined north and

The DR-CO

filtered record is one of the bet-

ter examplesof phaseisolationby the Remode
process.However,as in almostevery case,the
initial P motion is very small. As previously
suggested,
this could be due to the relatively
low S/N ratio for the initial motion. In any

case,the first motionfrom the event can be
selectedon the basisof the original trace. The

northeastprofiles.Figure 11 showsthe data for P2phasecorresponds
to onebranchof the tripliall profilescombined.Thesedata correspond
to cation in the travel-time curve, the P• phase
first-arrival phasesand all phaseswithin 20 continuesto form the other, and P% represents
sec of the first arrival at a given distance,with the late third arrival correspondingto the
the exceptionof thoseidentifiedasPP andPPP. branch connectingP• and P•. The large ampliAt the greater distancesvery late arrivals are tudes associatedwith P• and P'2 near the cusp
shown becausethey were often of large am- in the travel-time curve are indicated by this
plitude and can be related to mantle velocity filtered record. The three remaining stations
variations which manifest themselves in the firstare interpreted in a similar manner.
arrival curve at somewhat greater distances.

Figure 12 shows the travel times obtained
for PP and PPP from the Reinode processedtime series.They have the expectedcharacter as functionsof distanceand serve, in part,
to increaseour confidencein the interpretation
of travel times for P• and P phases.
Some illustrations of the correlation process
usedin selectingand interpreting the P phases
from the processedand original records are
provided in Figure 13. The examples were
chosen to show the first-

and later-arrival

P
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•FFREQ
I
0.7
cps
..

10.0

phasesat severalcritical distances.The records
are alignedalongthe times of first motion, and
, •,
5.0
these times were chosenmainly on the basis of
i•/,, ;' ,,•/
the original unfiltered records. The WF-MN
FREQUENCY
I.$ cps
station on the north profile is located at a disi
i
0
tance appropriate to the simultaneousarrival
500
I000
1500
2:000
2500
:5000
DISTANCE (km)
of P• and the phase P•. Although the presence
of two arrivals is not obviousfrom the records, Fig. 8. Amplitude versus distance at fixed frethere is some evidence for two distinct phases
quencies,northwest profile.
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Fig. 9. Travel times versus distance, northwest profile, Salmon event. Solid circles indicate
large amplitudes, open circles relatively small or moderate amplitudes, and crosses Jeffreys
Bullen travel times.

[1963]. The velocity structure in the mantle is

The travel-time curves drawn through the

a modified version of the CIT 11 oceanic model

data points are based on the travel-time data

proposed by Anderson and Toksoz to explain

themselves and on the previously discussed am
also

the Love wave dispersion data. The model has

correspond in their general characteristics to

also been found to provide good agreement be

plitude-distance

spectrums.

The

curves

tween amplitudes and travel times from in

theoretical curves obtained from the velocity

dependent body wave data (D. L. Anderson,

structure shown in Figure 14. The initial se

personal communication).

lection of this structure was based upon a

consideration of the' long-period surface wave

The only extensive modification to their struc

dispersion data obtained by a number of investi

ture is the addition of a crustal section and

gators and compiled by Anderson and Toksoz

conversion to compressional velocities, which
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Fig. 11. Travel times versusdistance,all profilescombined,Salmon event. Solid circles
indicate large amplitudes,open circlesrelatively small or moderateamplitudes,and crosses
Jeffreys-Bullen travel times.

involvesassumptionsof Poisson'sratio. Thus,
in view of the essentialagreementbetweencontinental and oceanicdispersionfor periodsbeyond about 50 sec, the model agreeswith continental long-periodsurfacewave dispersion.
Although the structure has been checkedand
perturbed somewhat for consistencywith the
observed P phases, no particular effort has

fiected P phases,and the finer details of the
direct P phases.The crustal section used here
also correspondsto an averagecrust, which, for
a finer fit, would have to be replaced by the
crustal sectionappropriate to the particular region or regionsinvolvedin the travel-time profile. Initial modelsof the crust and upper mantle
would come from the inversion of the shorter-

beenmadeto adjustthe fi• to theP• andother period (10 to 50 sec) surface wave dispersion
body phasedata exceptin an approximatemanner. For this reason,the structure shownshould
be regardedas a preliminaryfit, which must be

adjustedto accountmore fully for P•, the re-

data. Thesedata will be considered
in a separate
study.
A perturbation theory for the inversion of
body wave data of the kind obtained in the
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Fig. 12. Travel times for PP and PPP on all profiles,Salmonevent.
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presentstudy is describedby Archambeauand
Flinn [1966]. In the presentstudy the procedure was used only as an aid in modifying the
structure

because the inversion coefiqcients de-

rived theoreticallyin the latter study predicted
the way in whichthe structureshouldbe modified for a better fit to the observations. Nev-

ertheless, a fairly consistent explanation of
all observationsemergesfrom a comparisonof

the travel-time data with the amplitude-distancespectrumsand the structure.In particular,
the northwest-profiletravel times (Figure 9)
indicatea retrogradebranchbeginningat about
1500 km and extending back to a cusp near
750 km, where a forward branch of the curve
begins (Px) and eventually intersectslhe P,
curve. This multiplicity in the P curve is due
to the low-velocityzoneindicatedin Figure 14,
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leak into the low-velocity zone whereasthat at
shorter periods would not be nearly so much
affected.However,the amplitude-distance
spectrums in the epicentral range in question do
not provide a dense enough distance coverage
to enable us to draw very definite conclusions.

The extensionof P• to 1300 km, and beyond
that to at least 1600 km as a secondarrival,
must imply a fairly thick high-velocityregion
abovethe low-velocityzone,as was pointedout
by Lehmann [1964]; otherwiseP• would attenuate far too rapidly with distanceto be observed even by a sensitivefilter technique.In
the extreme case,P• could not exist at all. In
view of the presentdata, this mantle high-velocity sectionneed not be extremelythick, of
the order of 15 km [Lehmann, 1964], but it is
probablythicker than is indicatedin Figure 14.
Beyond 1300 km, P• is the first arrival and is
definitely observedout to about 1600 km on

300

400

500

600

7O0

6.0

7.0

8.0

COMPRESSIONAL

9.0

I0.0

I1.0

WAVE VELOCITY

the northwest profile, with P• as a secondarrival. At greater distances,P• arrivals are not
detectedon this profile, and the arrivals on the

Fig. 14. Preliminary compressional velocity
branch indicated as •
structure appropriate to travel-time observations,

are the apparent first
arrivals.
However,
the
P2
arrivals in the region
Salmon event.
of the cuspat 1700 km have large amplitudes,
and P• should be relatively small. It is quite
the location of the cusp being controlled,pri- possiblethat the P• signalswere weak enough
marily, by the steep velocity increasebegin- in comparisonwith the noiseand near enough
ning at about 130 km. Theoreticallyonewould in time to the large • arrivals to be unexpectlarge amplitudesin the neighborhood
of detectedeither by visualor Remodeprocessing.
the cusp,diminishingrather rapidly with in- Hence the presenceof P• beyond 1600 km can
creasingdistance along the travel-time curve only be inferred.On the north profilein Figure
on the forwardbranch,and this is indicatedby 10, however,an arrival at station GP, at 1865
to P•. The consistency
of this
the relative amplitudesobservedand shownon kin, corresponds
the travel-time

curves. The intersection of the

arrival with all other P• arrivals is shown in

P• and P• curvesat appro.
ximately1300km Figure 11, wherethe data from all profilesare
seemswell definedby the doublearrivals corresponding
to P• and P• at the GV, FO, RT,
and LC stations. The amplitude-distancespectrums also show a marked increase in ampli-

combined. Although at least one other inter-

pretationis possible,it appearsthat reasonably
goodevidenceexistsfor the presenceof this P•
branchand its extensionout to approximately
tude of the first arrivals near 1300 km.
2200km as a first arrival. In addition,although
At distanceslessthan 1300km, P• is the first the P• amplitudeswouldbe largenear the cusp
arrival, and the amplitude-distance
spectrums becauseof the low-velocityzone,the amplitudes
indicatea rapid fall-off with distancefor the wouldbe expectedto fall off quite rapidly with

P• energyat 0.7 cps.On the other hand,the distance.
The secondmultiplicity in the P wave travelenergyat higher frequencies,
althoughlower
in amplitude,showsno suchlargeslope.This time curve,havingP•oas its forward branch,is
due to a rapid increasein the velocitygradient
mantle high-velocitylid betweenthe low-ve- and can be accounted for in terms of the marked
locityzoneand the M discontinuity,
sincethe velocity increasenear a depth of 330 km in
longer-period
energycouldbe considered
to Figure 14. The observedtravel times suggest
would seemto delimit the thicknessof the upper
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that the multiplicity is a triplieation, the P•
branchjoiningthe retrogradeP• branchto form
a cusp. The forward cusp has very large amplitudes associatedwith it and is undoubtedly
a caustic. Although the only direct evidenceis
the relative amplitude estimates for the arrivals at the relevant stations, it appears that
the more distant cusp is also a caustic. This
implies that the variation of the velocity gradient and the velocity itself are both continuous,
sinceotherwiseboth cuspscouldnot be caustics.
Such a conclusion,however,is only tentative in
view of the need for many more observationsof
both travel time and amplitude and the lack
of detailed estimatesof spectrumsfor the later
arrivals near the more distant cusp. If the second cusp is not a caustic,the velocity gradient
changesdiscontinuouslyat a depth near 330
km rather than continuously.On the other
hand, if neither cusp was a caustic,a discontinuous jump in velocity would be implied
[Bullen, 1961]. In view of the amplitude-distance spectral peak in the zone near the forward cusp,this latter velocity structure seems
unlikely.
The details of the amplitude-distancespectrums in Figure 8 can be interpreted in a manner quite consistentwith the previousinter-

quenciesfall off with distance away from the
cusp at a much greater rate than the lower
frequencies;this effect is due to absorption.
The net effect,when only first arrivals are considered,is to producea jump in the amplitude
curve at the transition from P• to P•. For high
frequenciesthe curve for amplitude versusdis-

mum in P• is only apparent,sinceP• waspicked

tensionof the low-velocityzone. Again, more
data are necessaryin order to test the hypothe-

tanee

for

first

arrivals

should

then

fall

off

rapidly, producing a clear maximum at the
transition. For lower frequenciesthe maximum
should appear at the transition, but it should
be much less conspicuous(i.e., broader) because the

attenuation

with

distance

is much

smaller. Figure 8 showsthis effect, the transition occurring at about 2200 km.
Both the amplitude-distancecurvesin Figure
8 show a minimum

at 2000 km which

cannot

readily be explainedon the basisof the present
interpretation of the data. It is possiblethat P•
is late at the station involved and has been used

for the spectral estimate, although it would
have to be as much as 3 seelate. Alternatively,
the observed minimum

could be due to a sta-

tion effect or an instrumental effect. The question cannot be resolved without

more data.

The possibility that P• is late at distances
beyondabout 1700 km on the northwestprofile
does, however, suggestthat P• is present and
pretation of travel times. Thus the increase in
was detected beyond 1600 km but that the
amplitudeat 1300 km is due to the emergence whole P• curve was shifted by about 3 sec to
of the P• branch as the first arrival, but the later times. The delay could then be attributed
continued rise to the point at 1800 km is as- to a crustal thickeningunder the Rocky Mounsociatedwith P2. Therefore,the impliedmaxi- tains and a simultaneousdeepening and exas the first arrival instead of P•. The actual

first arrival, P•, undoubtedlyhas a low amplitude at this distanceand would in any event

sis.

Such considerationsnaturally bring us to a
have its largest amplitude where first measured comparison of the observationsbetween the
near 1300 km. The shift toward shorter disprofiles.Sincethe north profile coveragewas so
tances of the amplitude maximum associated sparse,it was combinedwith the northeastprowith the cuspof the P• branch on the higher- file. Even so, the total number of stationsused
frequency curve (1.3 cps) again indicatesthe was small, so that conclusions
concerningstrucfrequency dependenceof absorption in the ture and the very nature of the travel-time
earth. That is, the attenuation of the higher curves are much more tentative than for the
frequencieswith distance of propagation is previousprofile.
large enough to cause the maximum in this
In general, the north-northeast profile apfirst-arrival amplitude curve to appear to rise pears to be similar to the northwest profile.
very sharply and then to decreaserapidly with There are, however,severaldifferencesthat can
distance. Of course, the amplitude-distance be summarized as follows'
curve plotted only for P• would have its maxi1. The P• velocity is slightly higher on the
mum at the cuspnear 1500 km. The spectrum north-northeastprofile than on the northwest
of Figure 8 then showsthat the higherfre- profile.
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2. The duplication in the travel-time curve
associatedwith the low-velocity zone is not so
well defined, and it appears to be less pronounced. This would imply a smaller velocity
decrease and a shallower

bottom

to the low-

velocity zone. A similar conclusionis also suggestedby the surfacewave dispersiondata obtained.

3. Observationsof P• out to 1900 km, and
again on either side of the transition to P2 at
2165 km, indicate that P• can be detectedover
its entire range of existence.They also suggest either that the amplitudesof P• along the
northwest profile were relatively small or that
the P• times were all delayed beyond about
1600 km from the source. In either case,structural differencesbeginningat the bottom of the
low-velocity zone are implied.
4. The triplication in the travel-time curve
is quite well definedand doesnot differ significantly from that observedfor the northwest
profile.
Average travel-time curves for all profiles
are given in Figure 11. The figure also shows
the consistencyof the phasesisolated by the
specialfilter used in this study.
Comparisonof the travel times with the Jeffreys-Bullen (J-B) travel times for all profiles
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eragesfor the two branchesof P• on the triplication.Thus P• appearsto be ignored,and when
present with sufficient amplitude or when not
too close in time to the P•. arrivals, as is the
case on the north and northeast profiles,
will provide early first-arrival observations.
This, of course, is the case on the north and
northeast profiles,but in the west, Px is late or
has small amplitude, or both, so that the J-B
times tend to agree quite closelywith the observed first-arrival

times. In

all cases the J-B

times agree closelywith the travel-time curves
given here for regions where the curves are
singlevalued.
INFERENCE OF SOURCE PROPERTIESAND
STRUCTURE FROM BODY' WAVE
RADIATION PATTERNS

The amplitude spectrums discussedin the
precedingsectionmay also be used in estimating the symmetry of the sourceradiation pattern. Ideally, spectrumsof P•, P•, and P, should
be obtainedover their entire range of observation. In this way, a greaterdistancerangecould
be coveredfor eachphase.
In this preliminary study of the radiation
patterns, only first arrivals are used, and the
P, and P data (P• and P2 phases) are comand stations shows that the J-B times are avbined. However, it is easy to envision the
eragesbetweenthe two arrivals in the regionof separate P and P• patterns from the contour
the P wave duplication.They are consequently diagramsgiven.
Figure 15 showsthe radiation pattern in
late comparedwith P•. They also representav-

Fig. 15. Radiation patternsfor P•, P•, and P• phases.
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form of an amplitude contour diagram for the
combined P, and P data. The contour intervals

are basedon a 1/R 8 scalefor convenience.The
P• arrivals are separated from the P, arrivals
on the basis of amplitude only. The division
lines between P• and P• and between P• and P,
correspondto amplitude jumps and are found
to agree reasonablywell with the intersections
of the P,, P•, and P• travel-time curves. The
western part of the P•-P• intersection is somewhat contortedand uncertain,again becauseof
uncertaintiesin the identificationof the phases.
The pattern for P• is considerablymore irregular than for either P• or P•. The lack of
good control and the preponderanceof stations

AND LAMBERT

The surface wave pattern shown in Figure
16 has been smoothedso that amplitudes at a
few particular stations,which would give rise
to strong local variations in the pattern, have
been omitted. The expected result of this
smoothing operation is a regional variation
correspondingto the source pattern, with the
effects of local variations

of the near-surface

velocity structure filtered out. Theselocal structural effectswould be expectedto be large, and
the smoothed radiation pattern must be interpreted with some degree of caution. The
patterns obtained at several frequenciesdid,
however, show consistent regional radiation
patterns. The pattern shown in Figure 16 is
closeto the line of discontinuitywith P•, par- typical of these observations,and we conclude
ticularly for the Arizona stations,are probable that it is representativeof the sourceRayleigh
causesof variance in the pattern. In addition, wave field at this frequency,modifiedonly by

noise contamination

at the extreme distances

is probablylargeenoughto affectthe amplitude
estimatesappreciably.
Nevertheless,taken together, the individual
patterns are remarkably regular and show a
strong circular symmetry about the source.
There can be little doubt that the source,as

the regionalchangesin crust and upper mantle
structure.

The actual departurefrom ideal circularsymmetry of the Rayleigh wave radiation takes
the form of a generalshift of the pattern to the

east. The travel times for P• and P• are early
in this zone, and, as other investigatorshave
viewed in terms of the seismic field at moderate
noted, early arrival times are correlated with
distances,radiated compressional
wave energy large amplitudes. This correlation can be exas an idealized explosive source. This conclu- plained in terms of higher relative velocities,
sion is supportedby the absenceof Love wave higher Q within the low-velocityzone,and a
excitation and also by the observedcircular shallowerbottom of the low-velocity zone to
symmetry of the Rayleigh wave radiation in the east and north of the Salmon site. This exFigure 16.
planation is consistentwith the hypothesisdis-

Fig. 16. Rayleigh wave radiation pattern at T ---- 15 see, amplitude of vertical-component
Rayleigh wave (in millimicrons) as a function of distanceand azimuth, Salmon event.
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cussedabove, concerningdelay in the P• travel
time in the Rocky Mountain region.
Although circular symmetry for an explosive
source is to be expected in theory, compressional and surface wave radiation patterns can
and usually do depart from such symmetry.
Specifically, regional and local variations of
structure, strong structural anisotropy or inhomogeneityin the source region, or tectonic
release can contribute to strong variations in
symmetry and amplitude.
Tectonic releasehas, for many of the past
NTS explosions,been suspectedof contributing
the major part of the anomalousshear wave
radiation [Pressand Archambeau,1962; ToksSz
et al., 1964; Archarnbeau, 1964]. Figure 17

pure shear prestressedfield, and the total dilatation field is given by the superpositionof
the spherically symmetric dilatation due to
the explosionand the quadrupole part due to
tectonic release.The rotational part of the field
is anomalous in that it is due, in total, to
tectonicrelease.The total energy in the tectonic
radiation field is about equivalent to that expected from an event of magnitude 4.5 Thus,
noting that the dilatation amplitudes are an
order of magnitude less than the largest rotational component,we expect a 10% perturbation in the explosivedilatation field. On the
other hand, the Love wave radiation would be
due entirely to tectonic release, and the Rayleigh wave radiation would have a 50% or more

shows the

variation

theoretical

dilatation

and

rotation

due to tectonic release.

amplitude patterns to be expectedfrom an exA small changein the compressionalfield, in
plosionin a prestressed
medium [Archambeau, the manner indicated in Figure 17, could prob1964]. These particular patterns result from a ably not be detected in the P wave data from
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Fig. 17. Theoretical radiation patterns for P and $ wave radiation due to shock-induced
tectonic energy release.
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Salmon. On the other hand, the absence of
Love waves and the symmetry of the Rayleigh
wave pattern in Figure 16 indicate little or no
tectonicrelease,inasmuchas large effectswould
be expected. In addition, both the Rayleigh
wave and body wave data show the same shift
in pattern to the east, strongly implying a regional structural variation as the sourceof the

lysis program, which then gave amplitude data
for the body phases.The whole analysisprocess
provided considerable information concerning
the distant P wave field and is consideredquite
reliable when used with the original time series

that near-source inhomogeneities,which could
scatter the primary energyfrom the sourceinto
anomalousSH radiation, for example,were absent or at least not strong enoughto result in
any appreciableenergy conversion.In addition,

lated with the travel-time

data.

The amplitude-time information was interpreted in terms of the sourcepropertiesand the
effect.
elastic propertiesof the medium. In particular,
Thus the P wave radiation pattern would the lack of Love wave radiation, the symmetry
not normally be expectedto show the effects of the Rayleigh wave radiation, and, from
of tectonic release. In view of the surface wave
independentwork by Springerand W. R. tIurdevidence,however, it seemsunlikely that tec- low [Springer, 1966], the near-field first-arrival
tonic releaseof any magnitude occurredwith P wave symmetry all indicate a seismicsource
the Salmon event and that all perturbations in mechanism correspondingto a compressional
the amplitudes of the body phases are asso- point source. As such, the source is ideal for
the interpretation of the travel times and amciated with regional structural variations.
plitude spectrumsof P phases,sincesourceefIn addition to the evidence from the teleseimicradiation field, the near-sourcefield shows fects do not seriouslycomplicatethe interpretathe sphericalsymmetry to be expectedfrom a tion in terms of structure. Thus the variation
purely compressionalpoint source [Springer, of P wave amplitude with distanceand azimuth
1966]. In view of the agreement between the is interpreted in terms of the structural charnear- and far-field observations,we conclude acteristicsof the medium and may be corre-

the near-source observations of the first-motion

compressionalfield, by themselves,suggestthe
absence of any tectonic release. However, as
was previously pointed out, variation in the

data.

The principal result of the study has been
the interpretation of the travel-time and amplitude observationsof the P wave arrivals in
terms of regionalstructure.This explanationis,
however,predicatedon a proper interpretation
of the discrete set of amplitude-time observations. In this regard, the travel-time data, by
themselves,suggestdiscontinuous
breaksin the

direct P wave field due to tectonic release would

first-arrival

probably be small, so that observationsof the
shear field would also be necessaryin order to
conclude,definitely, that tectonic release did

about 1350 and 2200 km from the source,and

not

occur.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The principal practicaldifiqcultyin studiesof
this nature has been with the isolation or separation of body phases from noise and undesiredsignal.To someextent, the specialfilter
used here has reducedthis difiqculty,but it is
still necessaryto correlate the filtered output
with the original time series in order to select
distinct body phases. The time information
provided by the filtered seismograms--thatis,
the time of arrival of a given phase and the
duration

of the

rectilinear

motion--was

also

used as input lo an automated spectrum ana-

travel-time

curve at distances of

the observedlater-arrival phasescan be interpreted in a manner consistentwith the inter-

pretationof the first arrivals.The interpretation
is supported by the amplitude observations
whick independently show a discontinuous
change in the amplitude-distancecurve for
first arrivalsat 1350and 2200km. In addition,
the secondaryarrivals near lhe cuspsin the

inferredtravel-timecurveshowrelativelylarge
amplitudes,as would be expected.These amplitude propertiesare alsocorrelatedin azimuth
aroundthe source.Thus a consistent
interpretation of both the amplitudesand travel times of
the phasesis provided by the inferred traveltime curve.

Finally, the bodywave data as described
by
this travel time curve can be associated with a

velocity structurewhich is in essentialagree-
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merit with observationsof surface wave dispersion.
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operation with the Advanced Research Projects
Agency, Nuclear Test Detection Off%e, and was
monitored by the Air Force Technical Applica-

The structure implied by the data along tions Center under contract AF 33(657)-12447.
north and northeast profiles from the source
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